
Subject: To Crimson and the noobs that support her ...
Posted by fl00d3d on Tue, 28 Oct 2003 02:11:41 GMT
View Forum Message <> Reply to Message

GET OFF YOUR POWER TRIP!

You aint shit.  Take your 2 years of php programming and shove it up your ass.  Just because you
run a fucking forum doesnt make you Bruce Almighty.

I do have my freedom of speech ... and your punk ass can't do shit about it.  In fact, I've EARNED
my right to freedom of speech by serving my country in the armed forces.  So don't give me your
pussy shit.  Hide in your cozy job back home and TELL ME who has a freedom of speech.

You do not run the only forum out there.  Hell, if I wanted to I could have contacted EA to run my
own "official renegade forum".  You are just a lamer trying to get attention.

You are getting defensive because you have LIED to everyone and you have NOTHING to back
ANYTHING you claim.

Your forums which you prize so greatly ... and use to support your ego ... will soon be destroyed
by cheaters --- because YOU gave a false sense of hope to the Renegade Community.

You have proven OVER ... AND OVER ... AND OVER ... AND OVER again that you cannot give
up your pride and humble yourself enough to help the community.  Your a waste of breath and an
embarassment to Renegade loyalists.  Go home.

PWND

Subject: To Crimson and the noobs that support her ...
Posted by Imdgr8one on Tue, 28 Oct 2003 02:15:59 GMT
View Forum Message <> Reply to Message

I can play without Renguard perfectly fine.

Subject: To Crimson and the noobs that support her ...
Posted by Blazer on Tue, 28 Oct 2003 02:33:03 GMT
View Forum Message <> Reply to Message

Someone needs to take their Prozac   

Subject: Re: To Crimson and the noobs that support her ...
Posted by Crimson on Tue, 28 Oct 2003 02:38:44 GMT
View Forum Message <> Reply to Message
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fl00d3dGET OFF YOUR POWER TRIP!

You aint shit.  Take your 2 years of php programming and shove it up your ass.  Just because you
run a fucking forum doesnt make you Bruce Almighty.

What does my PHP programming have to do with anything?? (and it's 4 years, not two, not that it
matters)

Quote:I do have my freedom of speech ... and your punk ass can't do shit about it.  In fact, I've
EARNED my right to freedom of speech by serving my country in the armed forces.  So don't give
me your pussy shit.  Hide in your cozy job back home and TELL ME who has a freedom of
speech.

Yes, you have freedom of speech in America. You do NOT have freedom of speech in these
forums.

Quote:You do not run the only forum out there.

OMG I DON'T?!?!?!?

Quote: Hell, if I wanted to I could have contacted EA to run my own "official renegade forum". 
You are just a lamer trying to get attention.

You obviously don't know the whole story.

Quote:You are getting defensive because you have LIED to everyone and you have NOTHING to
back ANYTHING you claim.

Oh yeah? So BR.NET, RenStat, WOLSpy, BRenBot, BlazeRotate, n00b kicker, n00bstories.com
image gallery... no, we have NOTHING to back our claims. What have you developed for the
Renegade community? A pitiful Frontpage site and mounds of annoyance.

Quote:Your forums which you prize so greatly ... and use to support your ego ... will soon be
destroyed by cheaters --- because YOU gave a false sense of hope to the Renegade Community.

Support my ego? Someone has to moderate the forums. Someone has to decide what
conversations belong here and which ones don't.

Quote:You have proven OVER ... AND OVER ... AND OVER ... AND OVER again that you cannot
give up your pride and humble yourself enough to help the community.

Again I reference the numerous projects that those on the RenGuard team have produced and
released. Yes, we sure don't help the community. :rolleyes:

Quote:Your a waste of breath and an embarassment to Renegade loyalists.  Go home. 

"Your" a waste of my bandwidth. Go back to your mom's basement.
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Quote:PWND

WTF does that mean? Prick With No Dick?

Subject: To Crimson and the noobs that support her ...
Posted by KyleLewis on Tue, 28 Oct 2003 05:14:23 GMT
View Forum Message <> Reply to Message

Subject: Re: To Crimson and the noobs that support her ...
Posted by warranto on Tue, 28 Oct 2003 06:49:42 GMT
View Forum Message <> Reply to Message

fl00d3dGET OFF YOUR POWER TRIP!

You aint shit.  Take your 2 years of php programming and shove it up your ass.  Just because you
run a fucking forum doesnt make you Bruce Almighty.

I do have my freedom of speech ... and your punk ass can't do shit about it.  In fact, I've EARNED
my right to freedom of speech by serving my country in the armed forces.  So don't give me your
pussy shit.  Hide in your cozy job back home and TELL ME who has a freedom of speech.

You do not run the only forum out there.  Hell, if I wanted to I could have contacted EA to run my
own "official renegade forum".  You are just a lamer trying to get attention.

You are getting defensive because you have LIED to everyone and you have NOTHING to back
ANYTHING you claim.

Your forums which you prize so greatly ... and use to support your ego ... will soon be destroyed
by cheaters --- because YOU gave a false sense of hope to the Renegade Community.

You have proven OVER ... AND OVER ... AND OVER ... AND OVER again that you cannot give
up your pride and humble yourself enough to help the community.  Your a waste of breath and an
embarassment to Renegade loyalists.  Go home.

PWND

Wow, where to start...

Bruce Almighty? Prove she thinks she's God.

Freedom of speach does not apply to the internet. No laws are applicable to the internet unless
specifically stated. (Those that mention "electronic means" is something that would be applicable)
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So show me where any law states that freedom of speach applied to an internet forum.

As for this "Offical Forum" thing. You can ask for that title all you want. Unfortunatly it would still
be one below her "status" (If a status level must be supplied to defferentiate between the two) As
it was Westwood who GAVE her the forums before they closed. A few equally good and reputable
choises applied for the position, but she won it.

Lied to everyone?? I must have missed something, so if you would be so kind as to show me
some proof.

Game cheats can destroy a forum?? Wow, can I have this code? Maybe I can make a big head
cheat that will increase my postcount and give me admin status as well!

Proven over (x4) that she can not give up her pride and humble herself? If this were true do you
realize how many people would be banned as soon as they joined the forum? If this held true, any
CW member that posts here would be long gone. Not to mention she has assisted in some way to
further the community a LOT more than you have.

I still can't figure out how by assisting the community by keeping the forums that were maintained
by Westwood going, keeping them relatively liberal in their discussions (lines have to be drawn
somewhere) AND assisting the well known Renegade program creators (as she listed above) in
some way or annoter is being an embarasment to the loyalist. Please educate me.

And the most useless on yet... "Go home". Where else would she be? (other than at work that is)

Subject: To Crimson and the noobs that support her ...
Posted by Neodarrh on Tue, 28 Oct 2003 10:30:23 GMT
View Forum Message <> Reply to Message

I just have 2 things to say

First off Flood if you had crimson and all these newbs that brown nose to her, stay away.

Second, crimson we DO have the freedom of speech here. Your statement just adds to what he is
getting across that you are a egotiscal bitch who only wants people to say/do what you want here
and they do it all while asking how much higher you want them to jump. I am with him, you have
shown no real proof that there is a rengaurd prog out there minus you made a page for it and said
you are working on it. I dont come here often so maybe i dont know the whole story behind all of
the shit that went behind you and Ty, EA, etc. but from what I understand while you did not code
the cheat yourself, you all but pushed ty into the corner saying its not possible, he couldnt make it
and shit like that so in a way, yes, you are responsible for killing one of my favorite FPS just as
much as him and the coders.

Ok rant off.
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Subject: To Crimson and the noobs that support her ...
Posted by Blazer on Tue, 28 Oct 2003 10:58:53 GMT
View Forum Message <> Reply to Message

NeodarrhSecond, crimson we DO have the freedom of speech here.Sorry, but you are wrong.
This is a web site, on a server privately owned, operated, and funded by Crimson, me, and
djlaptop. We have every right to ban you, delete your posts, or just pull the plug on the whole
server and just use it to run seti@home if we want  :sly: Of course, we don't want to do that, the
point of these forums is for the common community of Renegade players to have a focal point for
information and contact with other players.  Like any such place there are certain rules, and
calling the moderators foul names and make aggressive and vulgar posts is certainly a reason for
moderation don't you think?  I personally welcome any comments or critisim anyone has, but
leave the explitives and ad hominem attacks out of it.  At the point you are being offensive to the
moderators and the other forum readers, your posts may be locked or deleted.  Your rights aren't
being trampled on, as you have no rights on a forum. You are simply being moderated.  Deal with
it.  Its how the world works.  Tell you what, go into a store, bus stop, restuarant, any place, and go
up to the counter and say HEY YOU ARE A FUCKING ASSHOLE! and other such stuff, and
guess what, you will get booted out. Is that abuse of your rights? Your freedom of speech? No. 
You have the right to be an ass, and the moderators have the right to remove your offensiveness.

NeodarrhYour statement just adds to what he is getting across that you are a egotiscal bitch who
only wants people to say/do what you want here and they do it all while asking how much higher
you want them to jump. See my explanation above. This forum, any forum, and life in general has
simple common sense rules.  One of which is that when you speak to the moderators using such
terms as "bitch", "ass", "pussy", and the like, you are gonna get the smackdown. You can whine
about it all you want, you can stomp your foot and hold your breath, but its the way the world
works so deal. 

NeodarrhI am with him, you have shown no real proof that there is a rengaurd prog out there
minus you made a page for it and said you are working on it.Crimson is not the one "working on
it". As is clearly stated at http://www.renguard.com/staff.php Crimson created the website, and is
the PR person for the team.  She has no direct control over the development of RenGuard, other
than taking part in the protocol brainstorming sessions we have. I'm sorry that you don't believe
RenGuard is under development, but we will not release source code just to make you believe.
Most people can't make much sense of ASM code, and releasing the source code would be a
huge security breach and just give the cheaters something to start trying to figure out how to
bypass. Tell you what, I will try to get an update out this week, complete with some visio diagrams
of basically how the system works.

NeodarrhI dont come here often so maybe i dont know the whole story behind all of the shit that
went behind you and Ty, EA, etc. but from what I understand while you did not code the cheat
yourself, you all but pushed ty into the corner saying its not possible, he couldnt make it and shit
like that so in a way, yes, you are responsible for killing one of my favorite FPS just as much as
him and the coders.Ok rant off.
You are correct in that she did not code the cheat herself, in fact she had nothing to do with its
creation or release. I find it highly amusing that some people actually believe that she created the
cheat, and also released her private information and called herself bad names complete with
photographs.
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Renegade was cheat-free for a long time.  There still is not a working aimbot.  These bighead and
damage cheats are very simple file replacements that require no skill at all to do.  Once we lock
them out, only really determined coders will be any threat, and to be honest most of the people of
that calibur don't play Renegade, they are busy trying to make cheats for CounterStrike or
whatever new game comes out next week. Ty did not create the cheats either, he simply
packaged up cheats that other people figured out (people like PlanetShaun, the first creator of a
bighead mod) and released it just as a stab at the Renegade community (particularly Crimson).

Anyhow, I have typed way more than I planned to here.  The point I'm basically trying to make is
that we have no problem with disagreements, or even constructive critisism, but if someone
cannot state their opinion without making personal attacks especially with foul language, those
posts WILL be moderated. It's not an attack on anyones personal rights, its the forums rules,
abide by them or don't post at all.

Subject: To Crimson and the noobs that support her ...
Posted by Neodarrh on Tue, 28 Oct 2003 11:34:55 GMT
View Forum Message <> Reply to Message

While I agree you have the right to moderate people when they get out of control, only then do
you have the right to restrict someones freedom of speech. I used to be a moderater of a forum
for a guild on a game called EQ, was a mod for about 2years before I quit, and you know what, if I
would of made a statement as egotisticle as that blazer about in a forums you have no rights and
such, i would of been booted, but i guess since you are one of crimsons biggest suck ups and she
does it herself you dont get punished for it, hell you get praised. 

Also, Like i said, the team itself has shown no real proof that there really is a prog being made out
there that will do anygood, as a 'good' PR, crimson would of already showed that.

Lastly for this post, Like I said, While i know at least as much as the next person that knows alil bit
about the situation, Crim didnt write the prog. What I am saying is that her and I think it was
someone else all but challenged Ty into publishing that there was infact cheats out there and they
are easily made. So what I am saying is that while she didnt pull the trigger herself, whats the
difference between that or pushing someone into the corner and kept pushing them until they
pulled the trigger?

Ok going to sleep havent slept in about 36 hours or so cause of the flu and keep having to go
throw up.

While I didnt have a lot against this community when i first came here, it didnt take long to realize
that if you arent in the small crowd, everyone here just insults newcommers and such and that is
one reason everyone hates noobstories and every figure head apart of it. Also your whole we are
god and can delete/edit whatever we want and nothing can do about it because we self appointed
ourselves the official forums of renegade.

Subject: To Crimson and the noobs that support her ...
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Posted by Blazer on Tue, 28 Oct 2003 12:25:33 GMT
View Forum Message <> Reply to Message

NeodarrhWhile I agree you have the right to moderate people when they get out of control, only
then do you have the right to restrict someones freedom of speech. This is our webserver, we pay
for it, we can do whatever we please and enforce whatever rules we wish. Sadly although the
rules are very simple, common-sense lenient rules, some people still break them, and when they
get throttled they always fall back on either calling Crimson a bitch, or saying their rights are being
trampled on.  Look, its simple, don't call people "bitch", "pussy", etc and your threads wont get
locked!  Its really very very simple, I don't understand why you cannot grasp it.

NeodarrhI used to be a moderater of a forum for a guild on a game called EQ, was a mod for
about 2years before I quit, and you know what, if I would of made a statement as egotisticle as
that blazer about in a forums you have no rights and such, i would of been booted, but i guess
since you are one of crimsons biggest suck ups and she does it herself you dont get punished for
it, hell you get praised.Your experiences on some random other forums have no bearing on how
these forums are moderated. YOU HAVE NO RIGHTS ON A FORUM--ON ANY FORUM! This is
the internet, not the supreme court. Every spec of data on this server including these very words
are the property of Crimson, myself, and djlaptop.  We can delete it or manipulate it at will, and
theres nothing you can say or do about it. Is that egotistical? It probably sounds like it, but bear in
mind the only reason its being said is you are forcing the issue, demanding that you and others be
allowed to post whatever the hell you want, insulting people etc with no control.  Well guess what
buddy, its not like that. Follow the forum rules, or get the hell out. And we aren't evil egotystical
bastards for having such policies, the official forums were moderated much more tightly before
they were given to us, you couldn't even type the word "document" because some of the
characters could be portrayed to be a foul word. These forums are very lienient, and everyone has
many liberties but they are not rights.  You do not have the right to insult people without being
moderated, period. 

NeodarrhAlso, Like i said, the team itself has shown no real proof that there really is a prog being
made out there that will do anygood, as a 'good' PR, crimson would of already showed that.And
just what is this "proof" supposed to be? We have explained that there will be no information
released that compromises the security of the system. That means no source code, no beta tests.

NeodarrhWhile I didnt have a lot against this community when i first came here, it didnt take long
to realize that if you arent in the small crowd, everyone here just insults newcommers and such
and that is one reason everyone hates noobstories and every figure head apart of it. Also your
whole we are god and can delete/edit whatever we want and nothing can do about it because we
self appointed ourselves the official forums of renegade.Ahem. We are not the ones creating
threads calling people foul names and insulting them in any way possible  People come here all
the time and register just to post "OMG CRIMSON IS A FAT BITCH!", and they and you actually
have the nerve to say that we are in the wrong or restricting their rights by locking or deleting
threads like that.     By the way, we did not self appoint ourselves the official forums, Virtual Ted of
Westwood Studios appointed us. Several ex-WS and current EA employees still visit these
forums, and they have made no complaints on how they are run.  Feel free to send them an email
explaining how you think its unfair that threads calling Crimson a bitch/pussy/etc are locked.
:rolleyes:
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Subject: To Crimson and the noobs that support her ...
Posted by exnyte on Tue, 28 Oct 2003 13:21:22 GMT
View Forum Message <> Reply to Message

NeodarrhI used to be a moderater of a forum for a guild on a game called EQ, was a mod for
about 2years before I quit, and you know what, if I would of made a statement as egotisticle as
that blazer about in a forums you have no rights and such, i would of been booted

Gee... sounds to me like you didn't have freedom of speach there either.  Funny how that works,
huh?

Subject: To Crimson and the noobs that support her ...
Posted by fl00d3d on Tue, 28 Oct 2003 13:41:06 GMT
View Forum Message <> Reply to Message

How would I go about contacting Virtual Ted?

Does he exist anymore now that Westwood is DEAD?  I think you're all forgetting that "the game"
is synonymous with "the community" now.  We ARE the game.  NO ONE is official anymore.  And
everyone IS official.  As paradoxial as it sounds, we have been forced into a single identity ...
struggling to keep this community alive.  Our latest challenge has been the cheaters.

KyleLewis is [STT]Invader (a 16 year old Canadian from GameSpy Arcade).  His ingorance and
immaturity caused all the ADULTS (literally) from the STT clan to leave and form their own clan. 
We have only been around for a little over a month so we are still scrambling to put our "shit"
together.  He has a personal issue with myself and my clan because of this.  So his posts are
biased and inaccurate.

If you guys are such elite programmers, elite webmasters, and have so many contacts why don't
you just run your servers from your house?  Forums don't take up that much network or hardware
resource.

I used to run a few domains on rented boxes, but now I just run them all from my home.  I use MY
knowledge, MY time, MY computers, MY bandwidth, and MY money to set up web servers, game
servers, teamspeak servers, etc (by the way, I would LOVE to speak with you on Teamspeak if
you ever got the balls to do that).

I beg to differ that I don't have freedom of speech on your forums.  Yes they are privately run, but
since they are the OFFICIAL renegade forums (all bow in its mighty), I have the RIGHT to post
anything related to benefiting the game or saving the game from its own cheating demise.  Which
is what I'm doing.

You claim that I may be banned/kicked or censored because of the fact that I violate rules or say
certain offensive words.  How long would it take you guys to set up a word filter?  1 minute?  If you
don't know how to do it, I'll teach you.  I think the real reason you're considering a ban/kick is
because you know I'm right and I'm getting closer to the truth.  And if I was flaming anyone else it
would be a smack on the hand, or "do it in a flaming thread".  Not, "Let's have a poll to vote
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fl00d3d out of the forums".  Your'e so predictable and childish.

"Go home" and "pwnd" ...

lol, noobs.  If you'd walk down here with us common folk and get off your thrones you've made for
yourselves, you'd understand the communication of us primates.  I'll interpret it for you. 
"OWNED!"  The politicians can talk the talk, but the foot soldiers (people that actually play the
game) can walk the walk).  "WTF does that mean, prick with no dick?"  Wow.  Acting like a big girl.
 Momma would be proud of your maturity.  lol Go back to my mommas basement?  I don't know
what you meant by that, but I am FAR from home right now (in my own home).  Interesting you
mentioned that, though ... cuz that is exactly where I started messing around with computers.  My
first lab.  

As far as Assembly goes, I don't claim to be an ASM programmer, but I do know enough about
the language to understand it.  And I do have programming experience on higher level languages
such as C (and its variants), BASIC (and its variants: to include Vb), and Pascal.  Rather than
building objects you're building stacks and have a lot more control over those silly little 1's and 0's.
 Any task is not beyond any human being.  It's just a matter of "want to".

Crimson, did you program these forums by yourself?  Didn't think so.  That's probably why they
were handed to you, simply because you had the most "programming" or "professional"
experience.

BR.NET
RenStat
WOLSpy
BRenBot
BlazeRotate
n00b kicker
n00bstories.com image gallery

They're all nice and fancy add-ons to the game.  But be honest.  How incredibly difficult was it to
program this stuff?  Seriously.  Don't get me wrong I do think that a couple of them are decent
programs ... but don't act like you're a professional programming firm.  For all we know you went
to rentacoder.com and had someone make it for you.  My point is you can't assume just because
individuals made neat little progs here and there that they're going to produce this RenGuard
theoretical program.

Subject: To Crimson and the noobs that support her ...
Posted by Scythar on Tue, 28 Oct 2003 14:31:34 GMT
View Forum Message <> Reply to Message

Quote:You claim that I may be banned/kicked or censored because of the fact that I violate rules
or say certain offensive words. How long would it take you guys to set up a word filter? 1 minute?
If you don't know how to do it, I'll teach you.

And I thought you wanted freedom of speech here, make up your mind...
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Subject: To Crimson and the noobs that support her ...
Posted by KyleLewis on Tue, 28 Oct 2003 16:17:03 GMT
View Forum Message <> Reply to Message

 .

Subject: To Crimson and the noobs that support her ...
Posted by Crimson on Tue, 28 Oct 2003 17:13:36 GMT
View Forum Message <> Reply to Message

fl00d3dHow would I go about contacting Virtual Ted?

No clue... I don't know if he accepted a transfer to EALA or quit...

Quote:Does he exist anymore now that Westwood is DEAD?

Well, I seriously doubt that all Westwood employees passed away once Westwood closed.
:rolleyes:

Quote: I think you're all forgetting that "the game" is synonymous with "the community" now.  We
ARE the game.  NO ONE is official anymore.  And everyone IS official.  As paradoxial as it
sounds, we have been forced into a single identity ... struggling to keep this community alive.  Our
latest challenge has been the cheaters.

Yeah, well, you certainly appear to be acting against the community. And contrary to what you
believe, only a small fraction of Renegade players actually visit websites about the game.

Quote:KyleLewis is [STT]Invader (a 16 year old Canadian from GameSpy Arcade).  His ingorance
and immaturity caused all the ADULTS (literally) from the STT clan to leave and form their own
clan.  We have only been around for a little over a month so we are still scrambling to put our
"shit" together.  He has a personal issue with myself and my clan because of this.  So his posts
are biased and inaccurate.

Ah, so anyone who dislikes you is "biased"? LOL

Quote:If you guys are such elite programmers, elite webmasters, and have so many contacts why
don't you just run your servers from your house?  Forums don't take up that much network or
hardware resource.

Oh yeah, let me take my websites off a dedicated server in a secure data center with lightning fast
connectivity and run it off my cable modem. :rolleyes: Better yet, let me pay tens of thousands of
dollars for a DS3 or maybe an OC12 line into my house. Right. If I can lease a server with high
quality connectivity for under $150 a month, I'm going to do that. It's the far more logical choice.

Quote:I used to run a few domains on rented boxes, but now I just run them all from my home.  I
use MY knowledge, MY time, MY computers, MY bandwidth, and MY money to set up web
servers, game servers, teamspeak servers, etc (by the way, I would LOVE to speak with you on
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Teamspeak if you ever got the balls to do that).

Wow... I've done the same, so what? Hell, even Cisco, where I work, ships co-lo boxes out to
other locations. Hosting your own stuff isn't the mark of the "uber leet"... finding the most
economical way to do so is more.

As for teamspeak, I often speak when I'm playing music on the n00bstories shoutcast, and I talk
on TeamSpeak all the time. I'm not afraid for you to hear my voice. :rolleyes: I don't even know
why you'd think that. The phrase "got the balls" is interesting considering I have none, but
whatever.

Quote:I beg to differ that I don't have freedom of speech on your forums.  Yes they are privately
run, but since they are the OFFICIAL renegade forums (all bow in its mighty), I have the RIGHT to
post anything related to benefiting the game or saving the game from its own cheating demise. 
Which is what I'm doing.

No. You have no rights here. You have LIBERTIES which are very loose that are granted by
Blazer and I. If I closed these forums tomorrow or used them to discuss cats and locked every
thread not about cats, would "the community" be able to sue me? Nope. You have no rights, only
what liberties we grant you. You are not granted the liberty to call me and my friends names.

Quote:You claim that I may be banned/kicked or censored because of the fact that I violate rules
or say certain offensive words.  How long would it take you guys to set up a word filter?  1 minute?
 If you don't know how to do it, I'll teach you.  I think the real reason you're considering a ban/kick
is because you know I'm right and I'm getting closer to the truth.  And if I was flaming anyone else
it would be a smack on the hand, or "do it in a flaming thread".  Not, "Let's have a poll to vote
fl00d3d out of the forums".  Your'e so predictable and childish.

I don't WANT to filter words. I don't WANT to censor people. That's why there is moderation. The
phrases:

1) My mom bitched at me last night.
2) Crimson is a bitch.

Both would be censored by a word filter but only the second should be removed because it is a
personal attack.

This is logic. I can't believe I have to explain this to you.

Quote:"Go home" and "pwnd" ...

lol, noobs.  If you'd walk down here with us common folk and get off your thrones you've made for
yourselves, you'd understand the communication of us primates.  I'll interpret it for you. 
"OWNED!"  The politicians can talk the talk, but the foot soldiers (people that actually play the
game) can walk the walk).  "WTF does that mean, prick with no dick?"  Wow.  Acting like a big girl.
 Momma would be proud of your maturity.  lol Go back to my mommas basement?  I don't know
what you meant by that, but I am FAR from home right now (in my own home).  Interesting you
mentioned that, though ... cuz that is exactly where I started messing around with computers.  My
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first lab.  

And you say I'M egotistical... :rolleyes:

Yes, I do know gamer vernacular, I just don't use it when I'm making a serious post.

Quote:As far as Assembly goes, I don't claim to be an ASM programmer, but I do know enough
about the language to understand it.  And I do have programming experience on higher level
languages such as C (and its variants), BASIC (and its variants: to include Vb), and Pascal. 
Rather than building objects you're building stacks and have a lot more control over those silly
little 1's and 0's.  Any task is not beyond any human being.  It's just a matter of "want to".

And you say I'M egotistical... :rolleyes:

Quote:Crimson, did you program these forums by yourself?  Didn't think so.  That's probably why
they were handed to you, simply because you had the most "programming" or "professional"
experience.

I did spent about 2 days modding the forums to look like the UBB forums we came from... No, I
didn't program them myself but I don't see a reason to when there are several free forum
packages out there that serve my needs. They were "handed to me" because I already had a
large established community and reputation, and I was loyal to the game and I will be until the last
gamer stops playing it.

Quote:
BR.NET
RenStat
WOLSpy
BRenBot
BlazeRotate
n00b kicker
n00bstories.com image gallery

They're all nice and fancy add-ons to the game.  But be honest.  How incredibly difficult was it to
program this stuff?  Seriously.  Don't get me wrong I do think that a couple of them are decent
programs ... but don't act like you're a professional programming firm.  For all we know you went
to rentacoder.com and had someone make it for you.  My point is you can't assume just because
individuals made neat little progs here and there that they're going to produce this RenGuard
theoretical program.

Based on that asinine thought of yours, couldn't we also have RenGuard coded by Rentacoders?
Yeah, I guess so. We're not, though. However, I am not one to pawn my work off on others. The
projects I've done were difficult at the time, which is why I took them on. The n00b kicker was the
second-such program of its kind (msgtpain was first) to allow remote administration of a
Renegade server without the difficulties of using RenRem on the command line. My web server
contacted my home computer, which contacted my Renegade server on my LAN, ran the remote
command and sent the output back to my main computer which sent that output back to the
remote web server. It took a while to get it all working but with the advent of console logging it's
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become obselete.

I can't attest to the difficulty of the other apps, though I know the countless hours and frustration
Blazer has spent and still spends on BRenBot.

Subject: To Crimson and the noobs that support her ...
Posted by warranto on Tue, 28 Oct 2003 19:56:54 GMT
View Forum Message <> Reply to Message

Just to reitterate as you didn't get it the first time, you probably won't get it the second or third time
either.

A COUNTRIES LAWS DO NOT APPLY TO THE INTERNET.

There is NO freedom of speech
There is NO freedom of mobility
There is NO Rights on the internet
THERE IS NO COUNTRY SPECIFIC LAW on the internet

Why? Because the internet is not contained to one government. And the laws of one country DO
NOT apply to the laws of another country.

This is why "electronic laws" are created. As they apply specifically to the internet and other
electronic means. The only reason it is illigal to infringe copyrights is because it deals with
INTERNATIONAL law. (which states basically the the country that the infringed party is in uses
their respective countries laws to deal with it)

Subject: To Crimson and the noobs that support her ...
Posted by Majiin Vegeta on Tue, 28 Oct 2003 20:42:46 GMT
View Forum Message <> Reply to Message

fl00d3d why the fuck do you keep coming here  stirring up arguements after arguements.. its
become boring reading your posts becuase it contains the same shit thats in the other ones

cant wait for the   half a page reply his gonna write  :rolleyes: 

every time i check the forums there is another post made by him.. i do a quick read.. its all just
arguements..   

dont you have something better to do O_o

just go away.. and do the things you keep telling us your gonna do  :rolleyes:
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Subject: To Crimson and the noobs that support her ...
Posted by England on Tue, 28 Oct 2003 23:24:11 GMT
View Forum Message <> Reply to Message

ban?

Subject: To Crimson and the noobs that support her ...
Posted by fl00d3d on Wed, 29 Oct 2003 00:31:32 GMT
View Forum Message <> Reply to Message

Scythar:

I do want freedom of speech.  You're just ignorant and didn't understand what I wrote.  Read it
again.

"Kyle Lewis" aka [STT]Invader (the 16 year old canadian boy who gave shit to an adult when his
father died ... and you went on a power trip over him which led to half the clan leaving and starting
their own clan):

Your clan doesn't "pwn" anyone noob.  You started hating me just because my server that I ran
from my house was better than yours.  Then you have the tenacity to backstab me (after we had
apparently been fine with eachother for some time) and post here.

Crimson:

Hun, don't worry about running your own servers at home.  I understand the benefits of remote
administration (security, uptime, etc) ... but my point is that you don't have to have all that to run a
good site.  I run 4 domains (some with additional servers) on my 8 computer network at my house
(which has a private fractional T-1 line run to it).  And the point of that is that I invest a lot of time
and money (and pride) into my work because I do it all with my own two hands.  To each his (or
her) own I guess.  And about TS2, if you wanna chat come to our TS2 sometime (for IP just enter
http://www.conkil.com) and come chat with me.  If you actually talk to me in person (other admins
are welcome as well) I'll put us in a private room and do it respectably.  I'm serious about that, too.

Warranto:

Dude, just drop it.  Have you ever done anytime underground?  You may laugh, but that's what
they're all about ... freedom of speech on the internet.  It was created as an electronic medium to
unite the world.  No laws are going to take that away.  And I have never broken any international
laws with my posts (just frizzled a few people's hair).

I'm biting my toungue (along with the rest of my clan) so we can focus on other things as ACK
suggested.

Again, I'd still like to have that talk sometime Crimson.
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Subject: To Crimson and the noobs that support her ...
Posted by England on Wed, 29 Oct 2003 00:58:26 GMT
View Forum Message <> Reply to Message

ban?!

Subject: To Crimson and the noobs that support her ...
Posted by warranto on Wed, 29 Oct 2003 00:58:40 GMT
View Forum Message <> Reply to Message

Where did I say there were laws made that took away someone's freedom of speech, etc,
whatever on the internet? Actually ignore that last question, if you didn't get it the fourth time
around (I think it's fourth, I've lost count) then you won't get it no matter how many times I explain
that a countries laws are not applcable to the internet.

And again with these unfounded accusations... where did I EVER mention that you broke any sort
of law?

Where are you getting this stuff form? Is it that you are truely ignorant of what people right so that
you can warp it to support yourself in some small way, or are you just a moron by nature?

And before you accuse me of the unfounded accusation of being a moron...

n. 
1. A stupid person; a dolt.
2. Psychology. A person of mild mental retardation having a mental age of from 7 to 12 years and
generally having communication and social skills enabling some degree of academic or vocational
education. The term belongs to a classification system no longer in use and is now considered
offensive.

Even though the second one is no longer in use, I'm seriously considering it's application here to
be valid.

Subject: To Crimson and the noobs that support her ...
Posted by TheMouse on Wed, 29 Oct 2003 02:52:59 GMT
View Forum Message <> Reply to Message

Alright kids, medication time!

* TheMouse passes out the ritalin

Subject: To Crimson and the noobs that support her ...
Posted by SexyAfghan on Wed, 29 Oct 2003 03:33:46 GMT
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View Forum Message <> Reply to Message

[STT]Invader (aka KyleLewis) u are seriously starting to get on my nerves dude. i HAD respect for
u. FOR EVERYBODY'S INFORMATOIN!!!: invader was the leader of a clan WHO RESIGNED
FROM LEADERSHIP and then still acted like one and was a SUPER POWER HUNGRY MANIAC
AND TOOK AWAY LEADERSHIP WHICH HE HAD NO POWER OF TO A MAN I RESPECT
WHO GAVE HIS TIME, MONEY, AND HIMSELF to the clan. more than half the clan left and more
are continuing to leave. AND CRIMISON WHERE ARE U GETTING THIS CRAP NO FREEDOM
OF SPEECH OVER THE INTERNET. IF THIS SERVER IS BASED IN THE U.S. IT IS UNDER
U.S. LAW HOW DO U THINK THEY ARENT ALLOWED TO CONVICT PPL OVER THE
INTERNET FOR TELLING HOW TO MAKE DRUGS, BOMBS, OR OTHER BAD THINGS? HUH?
YOU PROBABLY CANT ANSWER IT. AND INVADER WHAT MATCH WITH OUR "LAST WEEK"
I WAS THERE THERE WAS NO MATCH IT WAS ABOUT A WEEK AFTER THE CLAN SPLIT I
BELIEVE WHERE OUR CLAN WAS STILL GETTING ORGANIZED TO GET UP AND RUNNING.
FLOODED HAS PUT MORE EFFORT, MONEY, AND TIME FOR US IN A WEEK THAN U DID
THIS WHOLE YEAR.

Subject: To Crimson and the noobs that support her ...
Posted by fl00d3d on Wed, 29 Oct 2003 03:42:33 GMT
View Forum Message <> Reply to Message

I think everyone that stayed in STT after we broke off ... and everyone who has joined since has
figured that out Afghan.

STT  no longer exists.  Everyone quit.

lol

Subject: To Crimson and the noobs that support her ...
Posted by Crimson on Wed, 29 Oct 2003 05:17:07 GMT
View Forum Message <> Reply to Message

fl00d3d, my leased dedicated server sends out 50-75GB of traffic per month between several web
sites, IRC network, TeamSpeak, pop3, and DNS for like 8-10 domains (I'm not bothering to
count)... I can't serve that kind of traffic off my cable modem. My brother runs forums off our home
computer connection just fine because he only has like 4-5 people who visit it.

You do realize it's not shared webhosting, right? It's a dedicated server that I have to manage
myself with Blazer's help. I configure my own DNS, update software, fix problems... I don't see
how that's any less of an experience than hosting locally. One might argue it's more difficult
because you can't just log into the console if you fuck up the firewall. I invest a lot of time and
money into my server, too... also add in a couple shell accounts elsewhere for my IRC hub and
another server on the network. I don't sit around and boast at how "good" I am for getting it
working... it's a learning experience. Everything I do is. Now I'm making pretty damn good money
working at Cisco. *twirls finger*
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It's not a penis contest here... shit, I'm just PR and web dev for this particular project.

Subject: To Crimson and the noobs that support her ...
Posted by tanhm07 on Wed, 29 Oct 2003 09:00:11 GMT
View Forum Message <> Reply to Message

30 mins of my life wasted.. WASTED!!

Subject: To Crimson and the noobs that support her ...
Posted by fl00d3d on Wed, 29 Oct 2003 13:14:07 GMT
View Forum Message <> Reply to Message

Crimson:

That's cool.  I didn't know your throughput was so high, but I know in my case (which is
significantly lower than that) I can rent out a fractional T1 to my home and run everything the way I
see fit.  I guess the reason I prefer this is for more control over the boxes themselves.  It is a
learning experience for me, too (more like a continual challenge).  However, I do all those things
also (from my home) with the exception of irc (which I try to stay away from completely now, lol).

I really think we should chat.  I'd like that.  You know my server, if you're around tonight, drop by
and see if I'm on.  If I'm not (which I should be fore most of the evening) ask one of my fellow clan
members where I'm at.

Regards...

Subject: To Crimson and the noobs that support her ...
Posted by longbow on Wed, 29 Oct 2003 14:53:35 GMT
View Forum Message <> Reply to Message

Trying to make up now?

Subject: To Crimson and the noobs that support her ...
Posted by Crimson on Wed, 29 Oct 2003 16:49:40 GMT
View Forum Message <> Reply to Message

Yeah, I don't think a fractional T-1 would work for me. Blazer and I have looked extensively into
getting more bandwidth to our house since Cisco will help pay for it assuming you'll use it to work
from home. I'm out of range for DSL (we begged the phone company to let us have it but they
performed tests and said if it even worked, it wouldn't be very fast.) So cable is all we have, 256k
upstream.
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I might stop by your chat... we'll see.

Subject: To Crimson and the noobs that support her ...
Posted by fl00d3d on Wed, 29 Oct 2003 19:08:04 GMT
View Forum Message <> Reply to Message

Longbow I don't really see your role in our conversation.

Crimson:

Please come on the TS2 tonight so (at a minimum) we can address a few issues of "common
concern" and see eye to eye.  I think you'll find that I'm not as much of a pain in the ass when I
can actually talk to you live.

As for my ISP, if you did the lookups on my address you can figure out who my ISP is and what
type of services they provide.  Top notch and definitely recommended for the geeks out there. 
Most ISPs will not let you run servers no matter what bandwidth package you have.  Even
Comcast Cable will not let you run servers on their 'Professional Package'.  Not true with my ISP. 
I pay for it ... but I feel it's rewarding.

I don't technically have a fractional T1 (for those of you geeks out there that are drooling).  T1
anything (fractional or not) is a synchronous circuit.  Because my home is within a mile of a CO, I
can get ADSL speeds practically guaranteed at 1400kbps down and 704kbps up.  I've never really
dipped below that.  So even though its not synchronous, I ususally get the pipe of half a T1 at any
given time.  Quite nice.

Niether here nor there.

We should definitely talk tonight, if possible.  I'll be on for most of the evening (anyone here is
invited as well if they can hold an appropriate conversation).  Perhaps this method will work better.

/r

Subject: To Crimson and the noobs that support her ...
Posted by Blazer on Wed, 29 Oct 2003 20:39:56 GMT
View Forum Message <> Reply to Message

fl00d3dI can rent out a fractional T1 to my home and run everything the way I see fit.  I guess the
reason I prefer this is for more control over the boxes themselves.  It is a learning experience for
me, too (more like a continual challenge).  However, I do all those things also (from my home)
with the exception of irc (which I try to stay away from completely now, lol).

We basically have the same setup, except our servers are in remote locations.  We have to
maintain them, upgrade them etc. they are just sitting in a remote datacenter. It would be great
(and I would prefer) to run them at home, but sadly there aren't many high bandwidth options
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available to residents in our area.  We can't even get SDSL so the best we can do is the cable
modem which is 256kbit up, or a satellite/wireless setup which has latency issues as well as not
very stable.

Having dedicated or colo servers isn't all bad, you get to do everything you would if you had them
at home, except you have to call them up if you need to power cycle  I think the 24/7
support/monitoring/stability is worth it.

Subject: To Crimson and the noobs that support her ...
Posted by Javaxcx on Thu, 30 Oct 2003 00:42:35 GMT
View Forum Message <> Reply to Message

LOL.

Subject: To Crimson and the noobs that support her ...
Posted by Sjezk4 on Thu, 27 Nov 2003 02:46:27 GMT
View Forum Message <> Reply to Message

and the survey sez 

Why you ban me you overweight sissy 4 eyed bitch... hmmm hang on figures lol 

but seriously this forum wouldnt be so bad if it wassnt full of 12 year olds that take the piss outa
each other is that something you get off on you fucking pedo btw crimson anyone come to your
house yet i would be supprised if they havernt since your address is posted on 100s of forums ive
even posted it a few times myself... you may ask yourself why are people doing this well i think its
simply because you and other in this forum have posted peoples IPs including my own so quite
frankly theres fuck all you can do if i post your address on other forums lol same goes for
JONATHAN HOLMES one of many of your little pet sheep found his address to. just need
warrantos and javaxcx and ive completed the collection...

good luck with rengaurd lmao 

 :twisted:

Subject: To Crimson and the noobs that support her ...
Posted by Aircraftkiller on Thu, 27 Nov 2003 04:34:37 GMT
View Forum Message <> Reply to Message

What makes you think I care if you have my address?

Jonathan D. Holmes
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1289 North Bayshore Drive
Valparaiso, Florida, 32580-1337

There you go, my full address, bring it on fuckhead!

Subject: To Crimson and the noobs that support her ...
Posted by Slicer_238 on Thu, 27 Nov 2003 05:44:47 GMT
View Forum Message <> Reply to Message

I swear some people have no lives.  One guy comes on here bitching abotu half of you not
providing anything to back up yoru Renguard and is shot down.  Then another person comes on
collecting Address. I swear people just make no sense.

Subject: To Crimson and the noobs that support her ...
Posted by warranto on Thu, 27 Nov 2003 06:04:37 GMT
View Forum Message <> Reply to Message

Sjezk4Why you ban me you overweight sissy 4 eyed bitch... hmmm hang on figures lol 

but seriously this forum wouldnt be so bad if it wassnt full of 12 year olds that take the piss outa
each other is that something you get off on you fucking pedo btw crimson anyone come to your
house yet i would be supprised if they havernt since your address is posted on 100s of forums ive
even posted it a few times myself... you may ask yourself why are people doing this well i think its
simply because you and other in this forum have posted peoples IPs including my own so quite
frankly theres fuck all you can do if i post your address on other forums lol same goes for
JONATHAN HOLMES one of many of your little pet sheep found his address to. just need
warrantos and javaxcx and ive completed the collection...

good luck with rengaurd lmao 

 :twisted:

Hey I'm famous!! LOL, I guess people take arguements OVER THE INTERNET seriously. "Oh no!
Someone that I don't know is argueing with me!! I have to threaten them!!!"

LOL, I can only imagine how you act with someone argueing with you in real life. And you wonder
why your banned.  :rolleyes: 
Speaking of that... I wonder how someone can "hang on figures"... is that even possible?

Quote:but seriously this forum wouldnt be so bad if it wassnt full of 12 year olds that take the piss
outa each other 

I agree, and I don't think the majority of the people here would enjoy it, so I think thats one reason
why you were banned... but I'm not an admin, so I can only speculate.
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Subject: To Crimson and the noobs that support her ...
Posted by Blazer on Thu, 27 Nov 2003 06:16:58 GMT
View Forum Message <> Reply to Message

Well gee look...walk out of a room for a bit and the roaches scurry out.  *squish*

Subject: To Crimson and the noobs that support her ...
Posted by Crimson on Thu, 27 Nov 2003 06:17:21 GMT
View Forum Message <> Reply to Message

Banned again. Abusing the owners is not a good way to stay unbanned.
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